


MENU
Shrimp Skewers ၑቊဨز

Fried Whole Chicken ቊඇच

Grilled Lamb Chops ੌᄜಇ

Sweet & Sour Chicken ང໗च

Maple Salmon ށ༛ෙ࿔ᇉ!

Cajun Chicken ਸ਼ኈचಇ

Fish Sticks with Yogurt Dip ໗రᇉཉ

Chicken Tenders with Honey Mustard Sauce
সचୂཉނ

Skirt Steak with Cilantro & Garlic Sauce ໘ၑಇ

Jamaican Chicken ცசेၑઝच

Popcorn Chicken ੌचࢾ

French Bread ݆๕௬Ԉ

Sponge Cake ࡛௦ߞڒ

Buffalo Wings ઝच؇ 

Potato Croquettes கଯྚጱ 

Shrimp Croquettes ໌ቊဨྚጱ

Golden Fried Onion Rings ࣜূᄝٔං

Pumpkin Muffin ళࠩகݰ

Rosemary Shortbread ۞ၑ٤է

Mini Cheesecakes ేእ๗ߞڒ

Churros ञధԀǄဇӬცᆳཉǅ
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Ingredient: 
500g shrimps (washed) 

Seasonings (to taste): 
pepper
salt
chinese five spice powder
ground chili powder
ginger slices
minced garlic
chopped spring onion
1 tsp cooking oil 

Method:
1) Mix well and marinade the shrimps with the seasonings for 10  
 minutes.
2) Insert the marinated shrimps into the skewers. Each skewer has 
 2 shrimps on it. 
3) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
4) Place the shrimp skewers into Air Fryer and set to cook at 
 160°C for 20 minutes.
5) Once the cooking time reaches 10 minutes, flip the shrimp 
 skewers for better cooking results. Continue with the cooking   
 process. Ready to serve.

ዷଙ;
611hဨ

;ଙǄଉǅޤ
ݹউࢲ
ჸ
ၑݹ
ઝউݹ
ॼີ
໘
ࢾٔ
ᆩᆳ๋2ְ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ॽဨेޤଙǈሌওӴ21ݴዓă!
3!ӝဨݴ՚زሞዱധฉǈᅃ3زߵኻă
4!ഘቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈311ņ-ࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓă!
5!ӝڦزဨݣഘቊࡒዐǈ࿒ۙ܈271ņǈ้!
! क़ۙ31ݴዓă!
ीჄੌࡒฉቊ࠲௬ǈ߲ӝဨࡒਸቊٶࢫዓݴ21!6
! ้क़ڟăฺጎಎनă
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ၑቊဨز
Shrimp Skewers

*All pictures shown are for illustration purposes only.
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ੌᄜಇ
Grilled Lamb Chops

Ingredients: 
300g lamb chops
honey (to taste)

Seasonings (to taste): 
oyster sauce
soy sauce
ginger slices
garlic cloves

Method:
1) Mix the seasonings well and apply the seasonings on the lamb 
 chops. Marinade for 2 hours. 
2) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
3) Insert the marinated lamb chops into the Air Fryer and set the 
 temperature to 120°C. Initial cooking time to be at 15 minutes. 
4) After cooking for 15 minutes, flip the lamb chops. 
 Continue cooking with the temperature set at 160°C and cook 
 for 10 minutes. 
5) After flipping the lamb chops and cook for 10 minutes, apply a 
 layer of honey on the lamb chops to enhance the taste. 
 Continue cooking with the temperature set at 160°C and   
 cooking time to be at 5 minutes. Ready to serve.

ዷଙ;
411hᄜಇ
!Ǆଉǅނ

;ଙǄଉǅޤ
ᴂᆳ
ิ؏
ิॼೌ
໘Ӷ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ॽᄜಇဢ৫ݣࢫଉڦᴂᆳĂิ؏ĂิॼೌĂ
! ໘ӶǈওӴሌࢫǈᆩൟൟٮӻዺ࿆ǈ
! 3ၭ้ă
3!ഘቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓă
4!ӝڦᄜಇ೬ሞቊࡒዐǈ࿒ۙ܈231ņǈ
! ้क़ۙ26ݴዓ࠲ฉቊੌࡒă
271ņǈۙ܈௬ǈ࿒ॽᄜಇࡒቊઙࢫዓݴ26!5
! ้क़ۙ21ݴዓीჄੌă!
ނሞᄜಇଇ௬ຘฉԋԋᅃ֫ઙࡒॽቊࢫዓݴ21!6
! ǈ๑ኮ੨࿆߸ॅǈ࿒ۙ܈271ņǈ้क़ۙ6
! ጎಎनăዓीჄੌăฺݴ
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Ingredients: 
whole chicken (around 1kg, washed)
honey (to taste) 

Seasonings (to taste): 
soy sauce
oyster sauce
spring onion
garlic
ginger slices 

Method:
1) Mix the seasonings well.
2) Marinade the whole chicken with the seasonings for 4-5 hours. 
3) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
4) Place the marinated whole chicken into Air Fryer and set to 
 cook at 160°C for 40 minutes. Once the cooking time reaches 
 20 minutes, apply a layer of honey on the whole chicken. Flip 
 the whole chicken for better cooking result. Continue with the 
 cooking process. Ready to serve.
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2!ॽิ؏ĂᴂᆳĂॼൎີĂ໘ൎೌׯĂٔĂᅃഐ
! ওӴă
3!ॽଙሌཱఌሞचวǈ5ǉ6ၭ้ă!
4!ഘቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓă
ݴ271ņǈ้क़ۙ51ۙ܈चǈ࿒ڦฉݣ!5
! ዓă31ݴዓࢫઙቊࡒǈߴचඇวຘฉᅃ֫ނ
! ǈॽच௬๑चሌฉǈ࠲ฉቊࡒीჄे
! ඤăฺጎಎनă
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ቊඇच
Fried Whole Chicken
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!༛ෙ࿔ᇉށ
Maple Salmon

Ingredients: 
MARINADE: BATTER:
1/2 tsp salt 1/2 cup chicken coating mix 
1 1/2 tsp soy sauce 1/2 cup cold water 
1 tbsp cornstarch 1 egg yolk 
1 tbsp cold water 2 tbsp vegetable oil 
Sweet & Sour Sauce:
1/2 cup kraft sweet & sour sauce, 1/4 cup chicken broth
1/4 cup water, 1/2 tsp cornstarch
1 green pepper (cut into) 1 inch pieces
1 medium carrot (sliced inch long)
1/2 cup sliced water chestnuts, 1 can pineapple chunk

Method:
1) Combine marinade ingredients in a small bowl. Add chicken, 
 mix well. Let stand for 30 min.
2) Combine batter ingredients in a medium bowl until mixed. Do 
 not stir to blend.
3) Combine sweet and sour sauce, chicken broth, water and 
 cornstarch in a small bowl, set aside.
4) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
5) Coat each piece of chicken with batter and place into Air Fryer.  
 Cook at 200°C for 10-20 minutes. Repeat until all chicken is 
 cooked.
6) Using a fry pan, place oil, heat to medium. Stir-fry green 
 peppers, carrots and water chestnuts for 2 minutes. 
 Add sweet and sour sauce mixture. Stir in pineapple. Stir-fry 
 until sauce has thickened. Remove from heat.
7) Stir in chicken and serve immediately. Makes 4 servings.

ዷଙ;
ଙ!! ௬
!!ჸ203ְ 203!ԗቊचݹ
!!আᆳ203ְ!2 203!ԗૐ
2༔ᇗݹۏ!! 2૭ࣜڒ
2༔ૐ! 3༔ኲᆳ
;ଙޤ
ང໗আ
203!ԗਸ਼ސང໗আǈ205!ԗच༔ǈ205!ԗ
ၭǅٷ2٫ׯǈ2૭൞উǄൎݹۏᇗ203ְ
2ཉዐٷڪၭࢲڦտǄൎׯཉጒǅ
203!ԗൎೌڦக༷ǈ2࠸լ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ॽଙݣၭྜྷాăेचǈӴሌăৢዃ41!
! ዓăݴ
3!ॽ௬ଙݣዐྜྷాǈওӴंăփᄲ܈ࡗও
! Ӵă
4!ॽང໗আĂच༔Ăᇗݣݹۏᅃ߲ၭྜྷዐ
! ওӴሌǈݣሞᅃՉă
5!ഘቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓă
6!चদႴቖฉ௬ǈምݣഘቊࡒዐă࿒
! !चڟዓăዘްੌǈݴ311ņǈੌ21.31ۙ܈
! ຄཪă
7!๑ᆩᆳቊࡒǈݣᆳǈेඤዐ࿒ăݣ൞উǈ
! ዓăݴ3ךக༷տࢲ
! ेང໗আଙǈӴլăךআክՎؓǈ
! ምआă
8!ӝআክଦฉचࢫ૬न๋ᆩă5ࠃටݻă

Ingredient: 
450g salmon

Seasonings: 
1/4 cup maple syrup
2 tbsp soy sauce
1 clove minced garlic
1/4 tsp garlic salt
1/8 tsp ground black pepper

Method:
1) In a small bowl, mix the maple syrup, soy sauce, garlic, garlic 
 salt and pepper.
2) Place salmon in the shallow glass baking dish and marinate 
 with syrup mixture. Cover and refrigerate for 30 minutes.
 Flip once.
3) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
 Cook at 200°C for 9-12 minutes or until easily flaked with a 
 fork. 

ዷଙ;
561hෙ࿔ᇉ

;ଙޤ
205ԗށ༛ॾ
3༔আᆳ
ᅃӶٷ໘Ǆൎໟǅ
໘ჸٷ205ְ
!ݹউࢲ209ְ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ॽށ༛ॾǈআᆳǈٷ໘ǈٷ໘ჸࢲউंᅃ
! ߲ၭྜྷాă
3!ॽෙ࿔ᇉݣሞᅃ߲ի૱റੌಎዐǈཱఌฉށ༛ॾ
! ଙă߃ฉੌಎǈॽෙ࿔ᇉݣգၒా41ݴ
! ዓǈႴገᅃْă
4!ഘቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓăॽෙ
! ࿔ᇉݣഘቊࡒዐǈ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈᆳቊ:.23
! ᆩ֮ጱॽᇉԊਸăڦൟᅟڟዓईݴ

ང໗च
Sweet & Sour Chicken
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Ingredient: 
10 skinless, boneless chicken breast halves. 
(pounded to 1/2 inch thickness)

Seasonings: 
2 cups vegetable oil
2 tbsp cajun seasoning
2 tbsp dried italian seasoning
garlic powder (to taste)
2 tbsp lemon pepper

Method:
1) In a large shallow dish, mix oil, cajun seasoning, italian 
 seasoning, garlic powder and lemon pepper. Place chicken in 
 the dish and marinade with the mixture. Cover and refrigerate 
 for 1/2 hour. 
2) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C. Drain chicken and discard 
 marinade.
3) Place chicken into Air Fryer and cook at 200°C for 25-30 
 minutes. Ready to serve.

ዷଙ;
21߲ඁೄඁࠡचႤǈܔӷൎਸă
Ǆ203٫ྺ܈ࢩǅ

;ଙޤ
3ԗኲᆳ
3༔ਸ਼ኈۙଙ
3༔߅ᅪٷ૧࿆ۙଙ
Ǆଉǅݹ໘ٷ
3༔ௐࢲউݹ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ሞᅃ߲ڦٷറಎǈंᆳǈਸ਼ኈۙଙǈᅪٷ
! ૧ۙଙǈٷ໘ݹௐࢲউݹă
! ॽचݣሞಎጱǈڛଙওӴሌă߃ฉժૐ
! ֠203ၭ้ă
3!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ311ņăӝचٗଙዐൽă
4!ॽचݣഘቊࡒዐǈ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈੌ
! ጎಎनăዓăฺݴ36.41
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ਸ਼ኈचಇ!
Cajun Chicken
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ዷଙ;
621hෙ࿔ᇉዐǄඁೄǅ

;ଙޤ
203ԗ௬ݹ
ဦ࡛ჸ203ְ
ݹউࢲ205ְ
4߲चڒڒӣ
2ԗಃஒ෧రાໟ
2ԗ௬Ԉ
ᧉᦧᆳǄᆩઠፔᆳڰǅ
204ԗگኬࣜڒআ
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ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ311ņăॽෙ࿔ᇉ؋ဢᅃူǈᆩ
! ၭăڦၭٷᅃ੨ׯăӝෙ࿔ᇉൎ߅ኽি։ݝ؞
3!ॽ௬ݹǈჸࢲউݣंݹሞᅃ߲ዐྜྷăሞଷ
! ᅃ߲ྜྷǈॽڒӣٶᅃူڟഐಟǈሀ41௱ăॽಃ
! ஒ෧రાໟ௬Ԉंǈݣሞڼෙ߲ྜྷă
4!ံॽᇉཉቜฉ௬ݹǈൟಆᅃူඁۖܠᇆڦ௬ݹă
! ምॽᇉཉቜฉڒӣǈፌࢫቜฉಃஒ෧రાंă
5!ॽፔڦᇉཉݣഘቊࡒǈڰᅃၵᧉᦧᆳሞᇉཉ
! ฉă࿒ۙ܈311ņǈᆳቊ23.28ݴዓईڟᇉཉװ
! ূࣜăฺጎಎनă
6!ጲቜআǖॽࣜڒআǈᇱ࿆໗రǈڼসআၑ
! ֓Ǆई৲֓ǅݣၭቜྜྷওӴᅃഐǈٲದᇉཉᅃ
! ഐă

Ingredient: 
510g center cut salmon fillet (skinned)

Seasonings: 
1/2 cup flour
1/2 tsp fine sea salt
1/4 tsp freshly ground black pepper
3 egg whites
1 cup grated parmesan
1 cup seasoned bread crumbs
olive oil (for drizzling)
1/3 cup lowfat mayonnaise
1/3 cup lowfat plain yogurt
1 tbsp dijon mustard
1 tbsp chopped fresh parsley or chives

Method:
1) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C. Rinse salmon fillet and pat dry with 
 paper towels. Slice fillet fish to equal bite size. 
2) Place flour, salt and pepper in a medium bowl. Place egg whites 
 in another bowl and beat for about 30 seconds until frothy. 
 Combine grated parmesan and bread crumbs in a third bowl. 
3) Coat salmon pieces in the flour and pat to remove any excess  
 flour. Dip floured fish sticks in egg whites and then into the  
 parmesan mixture.
4) Place the breaded fish sticks into Air Fryer and lightly drizzle 
 with olive oil. Cook at 200°C for 12-17 minutes or until golden 
 brown. Ready to serve.
5) For dipping sauce: mix mayo, yogurt, dijon and parsley 
 (or chives) in a small dipping bowl.

໗రᇉཉ
Fish Sticks with Yogurt Dip
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Ingredient: 
900g boneless, skinless chicken breasts
Seasonings: 
3 eggs
1 cup flour
2 cups panko bread crumbs
1 tsp garlic powder
1 tsp lemon pepper
1/2 tsp cayenne
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp pepper

Honey Mustard Sauce:
1/2 cup dijon mustard, 1/2 cup honey, 2 tbsp mayonnaise,
1 tbsp lemon juice, salt and pepper

Method:
1) Preheat Air Fryer to 160°C. Cut the chicken breasts into long 
 strips and set aside.
2) Beat the 3 eggs in a separate bowl and place the flour into  
 another separate dish. Pour the panko bread crumbs into a pie 
 plate or shallow bowl and season with garlic powder, lemon 
 pepper, cayenne, salt and pepper.
3) Dip the chicken strips into the flour, then beaten egg and dredge 
 them into the seasoned panko. Place the chicken tenders into 
 Air Fryer and cook at 200°C for 10-15 minutes. Mid-way  
 through cooking, toss and stir the chicken tenders. Serve with 
 honey mustard sauce.
4) Honey mustard sauce: mix all the ingredients in a small bowl 
 and season with salt and pepper.

!সचୂཉނ
Chicken Tenders with 
Honey Mustard Sauce

10

ዷଙ;
:11hඁࠡඁೄचႤ
;ଙޤ
4૭चڒ
2ԗ௬ݹ
3ԗqbolp௬Ԉ
ݹ໘2ְ
ݹউࢲௐ2ְ
ݹઝউ203ְ
ჸǈ203ְ
ݹউࢲ203ְ

;সআނ
203ԗڼসǈ203ԗނǈ3༔ࣜڒআ
2༔ௐክǈჸࢲউ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ271ņăॽचႤൎׯཉǈԢᆩă
3!ሞྜྷٶ4૭चڒǈምॽ௬ݣݹଷᅃ߲
! ۜጱăॽqbolp௬Ԉڛݹᅃ߲റಎईറྜྷǈምे
! ٷ໘ݹǈௐࢲউݹǈઝউݹǈჸࢲউۙݹ
! ࿆ă
4!ॽचୂཉݣ௬ݹዐǈࢫቜฉڒክǈምݣqbolp!
! ௬Ԉాݹăӝचୂཉݣഘቊࡒዐǈ࿒ۙ܈
! 311ņǈቊ21.26ݴዓăᆳቊዐǈႴۯचୂཉă
! সআᅃഐ๋ᆩǈ੨࿆߸ॅăނದٲ
ᅃ߲ၭݣসআଙނڦসআǖॽᆶނ!5
! ྜྷాǈेჸࢲউ࿆ۙݹă
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2!ጲআክǖॽٷ໘ܧໟׯڙጒǈेჸă
! ࠼ڟআክଙǈওӴڦওӴऐǈምेഄᇆڛ
! ăࣂ
3!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ311ņăӝᔢၑݹǈჸࢲউڛݹ
! ᅃ߲ၭྜྷওӴăॽಇಆ߅ǈࢫଇೌদఌฉᔢ
! ၑۙଙă
ዓݴ311ņੌ21.23ۙ܈ǈ࿒ࡒഘቊݣ!4
! Ǆෙݴຄǅă
5!ಇٲದ໘ၑআᅃഐ๋ᆩǈ੨࿆߸ॅă

Ingredient: 
two 450g skirt steaks

Seasonings: 
1 tsp ground cumin
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp black pepper

Cilantro & Garlic Sauce:
1 medium garlic clove
1/2 tsp salt
1 cup coarsely chopped fresh cilantro
1/4 cup olive oil
2 tbsp fresh lemon juice
1/8 tsp cayenne pepper

Method:
1) For the sauce, mince garlic, mash to a paste and add salt. 
 Transfer to a blender and add remaining sauce ingredients, 
 then blend until smooth.
2) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C. Stir together cumin, salt and 
 pepper in a small bowl. Pat steak dry, then rub both steaks 
 with cumin mixture.
3) Place into Air Fryer and cook at 200°C for 10-12 minutes  
 (medium rare).
4) Serve steak drizzled with sauce.

໘ၑಇ
Skirt Steak with 
Cilantro & Garlic Sauce
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Ingredients: 
300g chicken breast 
2 eggs
3 tbsp wheat flour 
breadcrumbs (appropriate amount)

Seasonings (to taste): 
salt
pepper
soy sauce
chili powder

Method:
1) Wash and cut the chicken breasts into bite size pieces. Mix 
 salt, 1 egg white, soy sauce and pepper. Marinade the chicken 
 for 15 minutes. 
2) Coat the chicken pieces with wheat flour evenly. 
3) Whisk 1 whole egg. Coat chicken pieces with whisked egg. 
 Coat a layer of breadcrumbs on the chicken pieces. Freeze the 
 chicken pieces in refrigerator for 2 hours.
4) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
5) Insert the chicken pieces into the Air Fryer’s frying basket. 
 Set the temperature to 180°C and cooking time to be 15 
 minutes. Once the cooking time reaches 10 minutes, flip the 
 chicken pieces for better cooking result. Continue with 
 cooking process. Ready to serve.

ዷଙ;
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ଇ૭चڒ
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;ଙǄଉǅޤ
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ݹউࢲ
ิ؏
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! ၑĂცசेࢲউࢲউݣݹওӴऐǈওӴ
! ࣂ࠼ăӝڦઝੌআሌཱఌሞचวǈᇆڦ
! আክԍାԢᆩă!
3!ᆩ߃ጱӝचኻ߃ฉǈݣգၒૐ֠ณ5ၭ้ă
4!ॽഘቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈291ņǈࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓăӝ
! ڦचݣቊࡒǈ࿒ۙ܈291ņǈ้क़ٷሀྺ
! ዓăݴ41.46
5!ॽᇆڦઝੌআڛࡒेඤǈଦሞੌڦचኻฉ
! नă

Ingredient: 
1 whole chicken (around 1kg)

Seasonings: 
1/2 cup water 
2 dried chili peppers, crumbled 
1/4!cup white vinegar  
1 tsp dried thyme 
1/2 tsp ground black pepper
5 thin slices fresh ginger 
1/2 onion chopped 
1 tbsp pepper sauce 
1/2 tsp Jamaican pepper sauce  

Method:
1) In blender, combine water, ginger, chili peppers, onions, 
 vinegar, pepper sauce, thyme, Jamaican pepper sauce and 
 black pepper. Blend until smooth. Spread mixture onto 
 chicken evenly. Reserve leftover mixture.
2) Cover and refrigerate chicken for at least 4 hours.
3) Preheat Air Fryer to 180°C for 3 minutes. Place chicken into 
 Air Fryer and cook at 180°C for 30-35 minutes.
4) Heat reserved mixture in a saucepan and serve with the 
 chicken.

11

ცசेၑઝच
Jamaican Chicken

MAIN
COURSE

ዷ֓
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Ingredients: 
300g high gluten flour
10g sugar 
1 egg
20g butter 

Seasonings: 
2g yeast 
100g warm water 

Method:
1) Add all ingredients into the mixing bowl. Yeast is the last  
 ingredient to be added. Mix the batter well until it becomes 
 dough form. 
2) Knead the dough until smooth and elastic. Allow it to rise 
 until it doubled in size. 
3) Divide the dough into 4 parts. Let the dough rest for 15 
 minutes. 
4) Roll the dough into bread-shape.
5) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes. Place the dough  
 into the cake basket before inserting it into the Air Fryer’s 
 frying basket.
6) Set the baking temperature to 110°C and cook for 20 minutes. 
7) Observe the baking process every 3-4 minutes. Ready to 
 serve.

Recommendation: 
1) Baking time and temperature can be adjusted based on own  
 preference. 

ዷଙ;
411hߛী௬ݹ
21h༛
2૭चڒ
31hࣜᆳ

;ଙޤ
3hটజ
211h࿒ਸ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ӝचڒĂӣ༛Ă௬ݹĂࣜᆳĂ࿒ਸᅈْݣඹ
! ഗǈፌݣࢫটజǈਸ๔௬ă
3!௬ǈႝᅃူ-௬ཷ݀ᇱઠ3ڦԠٷǈᆩم
! ᅃူǈ௬ཷփ࣮փ။৽݀କă
4!ӝ௬ཷݻ5ׯݴǈৢዃ26ݴዓǈಇഘă!
5!ፔׯ௬Ԉǈᄣጱໜᅪă!
6!ቊ311ࡒņࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓǈӝ௬ཷݣߞڒદጱǈ
! ምӝદጱݣቊాࡒă!
7!ቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈221ņǈ้क़ۙݴ31ڟዓਸ๔ੌă!
8!ዐ߰4ǉ5ݴዓፑᆸٶਸֱੂူੌ൧ăඤ༮
! ༮ڦ௬Ԉୗă

࿒ᓤ༵๖;!
ට੨࿆ǈ߲௬Ԉੌጒༀڦዐֱੂ้ߵ!2
! ᇑ้क़ă܈࿒ੌࣅՎړ

SNACKS

ၭ

SNACKS

ၭ
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݆๕௬Ԉ
French Bread

Ingredients: 
115g low gluten flour 
80g sugar 
6 eggs

Seasonings: 
cake emulsifier (appropriate amount)

Method:
1) Mix all ingredients well. 
2) After whisking all ingredients for 3-4 minutes, the mixture 
 will be in batter form.
3) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes. Pour the batter into 
 the cake basket before inserting it into the Air Fryer’s frying 
 basket.
4) Set the baking time to 20 minutes and temperature to 120°C. 
5) Observe the baking process every 3-4 minutes.
6) After 20 minutes, continue baking by setting the temperature 
 to 140°C and bake for 5 minutes. Ready to serve.

Recommendations: 
1) Baking time and temperature can be adjusted based on own  
 preference. 
2) Chocolate powder or raisin can also be added during 
 whisking process (subject to own preference).

ዷଙ;
226hگী௬ݹ
91h༛
7૭चڒ

;ଙޤ
ᆳǄณႹǅߞڒ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ӝ௬ݹǈ༛ǈचڒᇑߞڒᆳڪଙڛওӴྜྷওӴ
! ăं
3!ᆩڒٶഗӝ๋ٶሌǈ4ǉ5ݴዓፑᆸǈ๋ं
! ሌׯጒă
4!ቊ311ࡒņࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓǈӝڛߞڒߞڒદ
! ጱǈምӝદጱݣቊੌాࡒă
5!ቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈231ņǈ้क़ۙݴ31ڟዓਸ๔ੌă!
6!ዐ߰4ǉ5ݴዓፑᆸٶਸֱੂူੌ൧ă!
ዓăၑݴ251ņǈੌ6ۙ܈࿒ࢫዓຐݴ31!7
! ୗକă৽ߞڒڦ

࿒ᓤ༵๖;!
ට੨࿆ǈ߲௬Ԉੌጒༀڦዐֱੂ้ߵ!2
! !ᇑ้क़ă܈࿒ੌࣅՎړ
3!ߵ߲ට੨࿆ǈሞᆩڒٶഗٶሌ๋้ेേਖ਼
! ૰ݹǈ೯༥ڪ߅ă

࡛௦ߞڒ
Sponge Cake
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Ingredient: 
24 pieces chicken wings

Seasonings (to taste): 
salt & pepper
1/4 cup butter,
2 to 5 tsp chilli sauce
1tsp white vinegar

Method:
1) Sprinkle chicken wings with salt and pepper. 
2) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
3) Place chicken wings into Air Fryer and cook at 200°C for 
 15-20 minutes until golden brown and crispy.
4) Repeat process for the rest of the chicken wings.
5) Meanwhile, melt butter in saucepan, add chilli sauce and 
 vinegar to taste. Pour sauce over wings and mix well.
6) Serve with Blue Cheese Dressing and celery sticks.

ዷଙ;
35ኻच؇Ӿ

;ଙޤ
ჸࢲউ
205ԗࣜᆳ
36ְઝউআ
ӣٛ2ְ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ሞच؇ฉිฉჸࢲউ࿆ۙă
3!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ311ņǈ4ݴዓă
4!ॽच؇ݣഘቊࡒǈ࿒ۙ܈311ņੌ26.31ݴ
! ዓăړच؇ੌ٤ࣜূװǈनൽă
5!ӝᇆڦच؇ݣቊాࡒǈยዃᅃᄣ้ڦक़࿒
! !ă܈
6!ቊच؇ڦཞ้ǈሞࡒබࣜࣅᆳǈժཁेઝউআ
! ࿆ٛۙăӝ࿆ۙክڛሞቊڦच؇ฉǈওӴሌǈ
! ඟच؇ቖฉআክनă!
7!ӵᅜઢరાআဇ൙ཉᅃഐ๋ᆩǈ੨࿆߸ॅă
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ઝच؇
Buffalo Wings

Ingredient: 
4 cups mashed potatoes

Seasonings: 
2 tbsp milk
salt
1/2 tsp pepper
1/2 tsp chopped spring onion,
2 egg yolks (beaten)
3 tbsp flour
1 egg (beaten), 
sifted dried bread crumbs
2 tbsp peanut oil

Method:
1) Add milk, salt, pepper, chopped spring onion, oil, beaten egg 
 yolks and flour to mashed potatoes.
2) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
3) Chill and shape using an ice-cream scoop. Dip in the beaten 
 egg, then roll through bread crumbs. Place into Air Fryer and 
 program to cook at 200°C for 7-9 minutes or until golden 
 brown.
4) Note: Cook in small batches, giving each croquette at least 2 
 inches of space. Ready to serve.

ዷଙ;
5ԗகଯౄ

;ଙޤ
3༔ర
ჸ
ݹউࢲ203ְ
ࢾໟٔ203ְ
3ࣜڒǄ݀ٶǅ
4༔௬ݹ
2૭चڒǄٶොǅ
௬Ԉڦෲࡗ
3༔ิࢾᆳ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ॽరĂჸĂࢲউݹĂໟٔĂᆳĂࣜڒڦ݀ٶ௬
! !கଯౄዐăڟݹ
3!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ311ņǈ4ݴዓă
4!ॽૐ۳ڦகଯౄᆩգ៣ଦฑྌׯ႙ǈቖฉڒᅂǈ
! ምࡐฉ௬Ԉăॽகଯྚጱݣഘቊࡒǈ࿒܈
! ۙ311ņǈ้क़ยዃ8.:ݴዓईᆳቊࣜূװन
! ă!
5!ጀᅪǖၭଉᆳቊǈඟ߲கଯྚጱዜྷณᆶ3
! ጎಎनăᆛफăฺ܈ࡗक़ǈփᄲڦ٫

SNACKS

ၭ

கଯྚጱ
Potato Croquettes
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Ingredient: 
6 medium white onions

Seasonings: 
1 1/8 cup sifted flour
1 1/2 tsp salt
1/4 cup olive oil
1 cup milk
1 egg (slightly beaten)

Method:
1) Slice onion into 1/4 inch thick and separate into rings. 
2) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes. 
3) Combine remaining ingredients in a bowl and stir until dry 
 ingredients are moistened.
4) Dip onion rings into flour mixture.
5) Place into Air Fryer and cook at 200°C for 13-16 minutes. Ready 
 to serve.

ዷଙ;
7૭ዐٷڪၭӣᄝٔ

;ଙޤ
2!209ԗࡗෲ௬ݹ!
ჸ203ְ!2
205ԗᧉᦧᆳ!
2ԗర

2૭चڒǄٶǅ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ॽᄝٔൎڦࢩ205٫ׯᇶೌǈׯݴංංă!
3!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ311ņǈ4ݴዓă
4!ॽᆶଙڛྜྷాǈওӴሌă!
5!ॽᄝٔං௬ዐă!
6!ॽᄝٔංݣഘቊࡒǈ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈቊ24.27ݴ
! ዓăฺጎಎनă
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Ingredient: 
2 cups chopped cooked shrimp

Seasonings: 
3 tbsp butter
1/4 cup flour
1 cup milk
1 tbsp minced onion
1 tsp worcestershire sauce
1/3 tsp salt
1/2 tsp ground black pepper
1/8 tsp ground red pepper
1 large egg (lightly beaten)
1 3/4 cups saltine crumbs
2 large eggs (lightly beaten)
1/4 cup mayonnaise
1/8 cup sriracha (to taste)

Method:
1) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C.
2) Melt butter in large heavy saucepan over low heat, whisk in flour. 
 Cook and whisk constantly for 1 minute. Gradually whisk in milk; 
 cook over medium heat. Whisk constantly until thickened and 
 bubbly. Stir in onion, worcestershire, salt, black pepper and red 
 pepper. Remove from heat and stir in 1 egg and shrimp. Cover 
 and chill for 1 hour.
3) Shape shrimp mixture into 16 balls. Roll in saltine crumbs, dip in 
 2 beaten eggs and roll again in saltine crumbs.
4) Place into Air Fryer and cook at 200°C for 9-12 minutes. Repeat
 process until all croquettes are cooked.
5) Prepare the sauce by stirring the sriracha into the mayonnaise.
 Ready to serve.

ዷଙ;
3ԗൎໟዳຄڦဨ

;ଙޤ
4༔ࣜᆳ
205ԗ௬ݹ
2ԗర
2༔ໟᄝٔ
ຯ༬আ2ְ
ჸǈ204ְ
ݹউࢲ203ְ
ݹઝউࢤ209ְ
2૭ٷचڒǄٶǅ
2!405ԗ်໋ٶէໟ
3૭ٷचڒǄٶǅ
205ԗࣜڒআ
209ԗઙֶၑངઝউআ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ311ņă
3!ॽࣜᆳݣాࡒǈᆩၭआዳබࣅǈे௬ݹăᆩၭआ
! ዳᅃݴዓǈႴփওӴăڛںరǈገዐआă
! ُ้ǈධႴփওӴǈڟՎؓഐಟăӴᄝٔǈ
! ຯ༬আǈჸǈࢲউࢤݹઝউݹăआࢫǈेᅃ૭
! चڒໟဨă߃ฉݣգၒૐ۳2ၭ้ă
4!ॽဨౄ27߲ׯݴवጱăࡐฉ်໋ٶէໟǈቖฉڒᅂǈ
! ምْࡐฉ໋ٶէໟă!
5!ӝဨྚጱݣഘቊࡒዐǈ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈ้क़ٷ
! ሀྺ:ǉ23ݴዓăยዃᅃᄣ้ڦक़࿒܈ǈڟᆶڦ
! ྚጱຄཪă
6!ӝઙֶၑངઝউআेࣜڒআǈጲቖআăฺጎಎ
! नă

SNACKS

ၭ

໌ቊဨྚጱ
Shrimp Croquettes

ࣜূᄝٔං
Golden Fried Onion Rings
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ዷଙ;
204ԗ༛
2ԗ௬ݹ
۞ၑڦႎးൎໟ3ְ
231hૐ۳ڦᆶჸࣜᆳǈൎׯ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ276ņă
3!ॽᆶڦଙڛ๋تഗዐǈওӴंă
4!ॽंڛ8ڦ٫ᇶႚੌಎዐă!
ݴሀ36.41ٷ276ņǈ้क़ۙ܈ǈ࿒ࡒഘቊݣ!5
! ዓई٤ڟէዜՉࣜূװǈൎਸമံݣଃ6ݴ
! ዓă

Ingredients: 
1/3 cup sugar
1 cup flour
2 tsp chopped fresh rosemary,
120g salted butter, cold & cut into chunks

Method:
1) Preheat Air Fryer to 165°C. 
2) Pulse everything in a food processor briefly until combined.
3) Press the crumbly mix into a 7 inch round pie tin.
4) Place into Air Fryer and cook at 165°C for 25-30 minutes 
 or until golden on the edges, cool for 5 minutes before 
 cutting.

20
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ళࠩகݰ!
Pumpkin Muffin

Ingredients: 
30g raisin 
30g rum 
1 egg
80g low gluten flour 
50g fine sugar   
50g corn oil 
100g pumpkin puree (cooked) 
35g milk 

Seasonings: 
1/4 tsp cinnamon powder 
1/8 tsp salt 
1/2 tsp baking powder 
1/4 tsp baking soda 

Method:
1) Soak the raisins in rum until they are plump. Drain the raisins.
2) Whip fine sugar, salt and egg. Then, mix the mixture with 
 pumpkin puree and continue stirring. Add in milk and stir until 
 the mixture becomes batter. 
3) Add low gluten flour, cinnamon powder, baking powder and 
 baking soda into the batter. Stir to ensure the ingredients are 
 evenly combined. 
4) Add soaked raisins and gently stir the batter. Pour the batter 
 into baking cups until they are 80% full. 
5) Preheat Air Fryer to 200°C for 3 minutes.
6) Insert the baking cups into the Air Fryer’s frying basket. Set the 
 temperature to 180°C and cook for 15 minutes. Ready to serve.

ዷଙ;
41h೯༥߅
41hશఛ৶
2૭चڒ
91hگী௬ݹ
61hဦ෪༛
61hᇗᆳ
211hຄళࠩౄ
46hర

;ଙޤ
ݹࡊ205ְ
ჸ209ְ
ݹٶಟ203ְ
ٶၭ໋205ְ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ॽ೯༥߅ᆩશఛ৶ಟǈ૮߅ݴǈԢᆩă!
3!चेڒ༛ǈჸǈওٶሌăڛࢫళࠩౄ-ওොă
! ምेరǈওӴׯ௬ă!
4!ॽگী௬ݹǈݹࡊǈಟݹٶǈၭ໋ٶᅃഐෲ௬
! !ǈওă
ڛኽԗǈڛࢫǈൟൟওӴሌă߅೯༥ڛ!5
! ӗݴă!
6!ഘቊࡒ࿒ۙ܈311ņǈࡒᇨඤ4ݴዓă!
291ņǈ้क़ۙۙ܈ዐǈ࿒ࡒഘቊڦᇨඤݣ!7
! 26ݴዓă้क़ࢫڟǈൽनၛᆩă

SNACKS

ၭ

۞ၑ٤է
Rosemary Shortbread
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ዷଙ;
341hጎరાǄ࿒ࣅǅ
205ԗӣ༛!
ௐክ203ְ!2
ௐೄໟ203ְ
ၑ֥205ְ
2૭चڒ

էڹǖ
204ԗጱඇէ߅
2༔ӣ෪༛
2༔ࣜᆳǄබࣅǅ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ271ņ-!4ݴዓăሞ23ԗէԗฉ
! ฉณႹᆳă
3!ሞᅃ߲ዐྜྷዐǈᆩ֮ጱॽඇէ߅ǈ༛ࣜᆳও
! ăᆩ༔ӝէڹუă
4!ॽէԗݣഘቊࡒă้क़ยዃ271ņǈ6ݴዓǈ
! ࢫൽૐඐăॽరાǈӣ༛ǈௐክǈௐೄ
! ၑ֥ं݀ٶǈڟರăӝचٶڒǈওӴ
! ሌăॽළાंڛէԗዐǈ߲দག405
! ă
5!࿒ۙ܈271ņǈ้क़ٷሀ23.26ݴዓăൽࢫन
! ၛᆩă

Ingredients: 
230g cream cheese (softened)
1/4 cup white sugar
1 1/2 tsp lemon juice
1/2 tsp grated lemon zest
1/4 tsp vanilla extract
1 egg

Crust:
1/3 cup graham cracker crumbs
1 tbsp white sugar
1 tbsp margarine (melted)

Method:
1) Preheat Air Fryer to 160°C for 3 minutes. Grease 12 mini 
 muffin cups.
2) In a medium bowl, mix the graham cracker crumbs, sugar and 
 margarine with a fork until combined. Measure a rounded 
 tablespoon of the mixture into the bottom of each muffin cup, 
 pressing firmly.
3) Place muffin cups into Air Fryer and cook at 160°C for 5 
 minutes, then remove to cool. Beat cream cheese, sugar, 
 lemon, lemon zest and  vanilla until fluffy. Mix in the egg.
 Pour the cream cheese mixture into the muffin cups, filling 
 each until 3/4 full.
4) Cook at 160°C for 12-15 minutes. Ready to serve.

ేእ๗ߞڒ
Mini Cheesecakes

21 22

ዷଙ;
4૭चڒ!

;ଙޤ
2ԗ
203ԗࣜᆳ
ჸ205ְ
2ԗ௬ݹ
205ԗ༛
ݹࡊ205ְ

ፕ݆ݛ;
2!ഘቊࡒᇨඤ291ņǈ4ݴዓă!
3!ᄲፕञధԀ௬ཷǈӝඤǈࣜᆳჸݣࡒ
! ዐǈٷआዳݮǗڛ௬ݹገၭआăሞگ࿒ူփཕও
! Ӵǈंڟႚׯ൰ጒăሀ2ݴዓࢫआă
4!ॽඇևڒᅃْٶොǈჄওӴࣂ࠼ǈᅃՉওӴ
! ዐăӝ௬ཷࡒڛڒǈᅃՉॽचंݹ௬ڦాࡒ
! ጎᆶࢾፊڦڀࢾዐă
5!ሞߞڒદጱాफڦ7٫௬ཷǈփᄲዘ۠ă࿒܈
! ۙ211ņǈੌ25.31ݴዓăዘްཞᄣڦօየڟ
! ᆶڦञధԀຄཪă
6!ॽ༛ंݹࡊǈӝञధԀቖฉࡊ༛ᅃഐ๋
! ᆩă

Ingredient: 
3 eggs

Seasonings: 
1 cup water
1/2 cup margarine or butter
1/4 tsp salt
1 cup flour
1/4 cup sugar
1/4 tsp ground cinnamon

Method:
1) Preheat Air Fryer to 180°C for 3 minutes. 
2) To make churro dough, heat water, margarine and salt to a 
 boiling sauce-pan, stir in flour, stir vigorously over low heat 
 until mixture forms a ball. Remove from heat after 1 minute.
3) Beat all eggs at once, continue beating until smooth and then 
 add to saucepan while stirring mixture. Spoon mixture into 
 cake decorator's tube with large star tip.
4) Squeeze 6 inch loops of dough into basket. Do not overlap. 
 Program to cook at 100°C for 14-20 minutes. Repeat process 
 until all churros are cooked.
5) Mix sugar and the optional cinnamon; roll churros in sugar 
 mixture.

DESSERTS
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ञధԀǄဇӬცᆳཉǅ
Churros


